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Abstract. In past years the study of the impact of risk attitude among
risks has become a major topic, in particular in Decision Sciences. Sub-
sequently the attention was devoted to the more general case of bivariate
random variables. The ﬁrst approach to multivariate risk aversion was
proposed by de Finetti ([2]) and Richard ([15]) and it is related to the
bivariate case. More recently, multivariate risk aversion has been stud-
ied by Scarsini ([20], [21], [22]). Nevertheless even if decision problems
with consequences described by more than two attributes have become
increasingly important, some questions appear not completely solved.
This paper concerns with a deﬁnition of bivariate risk aversion which is
related to a particular type of concordance: a bivariate risk averse De-
cision Maker is a Decision Maker who always prefers the independent
version of a bivariate random variable to the random variable itself.
Keywords. Bivariate risk aversion; concordance aversion; pain func-
tions; submodular functions; bivariate association; concordance; depen-
dence; diversiﬁcation.
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1 Introduction
As it is well-known, a Decision Maker is risk averse if she always prefers the
expected value of a random amount to itself when she has to choice between
them. The study of risk attitude has been extensively treated in the framework
of Expected Utility Theory generally in the case of unidimensional utility func-
tions, both in presence of one risk both in presence of more risks. Nevertheless,
it is evident that in some cases modelling for various economic problems re-
quires multivariate utility functions for which additivity on single components
is not admissible: in the framework of bivariate utility functions two diﬀerent
approaches have been proposed in order to deﬁne the concept of bivariate risk
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aversion, namely of risk aversion to both risks together when a bivariate random
variable (i.e. a vector) is considered.
De Finetti ([2]) and, independently, Richard ([15]) set the deﬁnition of bi-
variate risk aversion by considering the two lotteries
L1 =
½
(x0;y0); with probability 0.5;
(x1;y1); with probability 0.5
L2 =
½
(x0;y1); with probability 0.5;
(x1;y0); with probability 0.5
where x0 · x1 and y0 · y1.
Following their proposal a Decision Maker exhibits bivariate risk aversion if
she prefers L2 to L1. As pointed out by the Authors, their deﬁnition of bivariate
risk aversion does not require any condition on risk aversion in only one risk.
Extending the univariate concept of risk aversion, Kihlstrom and Mirman
([9]) based their notion of bivariate risk aversion on the comparison of a random
vector with its expected value: more precisely, a Decision Maker is bivariate risk
averse if she always prefers the expected value of a bi-dimensional random vector
to the random vector itself. Diﬀerently from before, in this case a bivariate risk
averse Decision Maker is necessarily risk averse to each particular risk.
Even if there is no a unanimous agreement on what is the right deﬁnition,
one notion can be more adequate depending on the environment. Nevertheless,
the proposal of Kihlstrom and Mirman exhibits a more appealing formulation:
in fact stemming from the univariate notion of risk aversion their deﬁnition
refers to the choice between a bivariate random vector and its expected value.
Starting from the proposal of de Finetti and Richard in the present contribution
the analysis is devoted to the study of a deﬁnition of bivariate risk aversion
which is based on the choice of a Decision Maker between a bivariate random
vector and another particular bivariate random vector: namely, its independent
version. If she always prefers the independent version with the same univariate
marginal distributions of a bivariate random vector which is positive dependent
to the random vector itself then she exhibits bivariate risk aversion, that is she is
Bivariate Risk Averse (BRA). In this deﬁnition the role played in the univariate
case by the degenerate random variable E(X) related to X is now played by the
independent version X? of X when X is positive dependent.
The interest in this new wording of the deﬁnition of de Finetti-Richard relies
on the comparison between the two expected values Eu(X?) and Eu(X).
As it is well-known, in Decision Theory and Actuarial Sciences it is almost
usual to compare two random variables, that is risks, by stochastic orderings
deﬁned through inequalities on expectations of the random variables transformed
by measurable functions of a cone F. More precisely, given two random variables
X and Y , an univariate integral stochastic ordering ¹F is deﬁned as follows
X¹FY () EÁ(X) · EÁ(Y )
for all Á 2 F = fÁ : I R+ ! I R+g, for which the expectations exist. By character-
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dominance or stop-loss order). These stochastic order relations of integral form
may be extended to cover also the case of random vectors (see, for instance,
Denuit, Lef` evre and Mesﬁoui [3], in which the bivariate extension of a class of
univariate orderings of convex-type is proposed).
In many situations individual risks are correlated since they are subject to
the same claim generating mechanisms or are determined by the same environ-
ments. However, in traditional risk theory, individual risks are usually assumed
to be independent for tractability. In recent years the study of the impact of
dependence among risks has become a major topic, in particular in actuarial
sciences. Several notions of dependence were introduced to model the fact that
larger values of one of the component of a multivariate risk tend to be associ-
ated with larger values of the others. As it is well-known, diﬀerent notions are
equivalent in the bivariate case for risks with the same univariate marginal dis-
tribution ([23]) but this is no longer true for n-variate risks with n ¸ 3 ([12]).
Each of the proposed deﬁnitions captures diﬀerent aspects of dependence, none
of which with a main eﬀectiveness on the others. In a way, under the term de-
pendence many-sided notions are gathered together. The question rises when
concordance and/or dependence between random vectors have to be described.
In fact, there is not an unanimous opinion about their meaning and their appro-
priate deﬁnition. Anyway, in the judgement of many Authors there is the deep
idea that the two deﬁnitions have to be distinguished. The present contribution
is devoted to the analysis of the main characteristics a measure of concordance
and/or dependence should have, as well as to the deﬁnition of some classes of
measures of integral form. The framework is that of bivariate risks with the same
marginal distributions. The context is that of association measures, that is of
measures which are invariant under the order of indices, which are bounded by
the measures of the upper and lower Fr´ echet bounds and are closed under weak
convergence. All natural requirements are established by these desirable proper-
ties. One of our proposals is represented by the deﬁnition of conditions on which
it is possible to distinguish between association measures of concordance and/or
dependence. More precisely, a concordance measure is an association measure
compatible with the concordance ordering, while dependence is ensured when
an association measure is non-negative on PD random variables, non-positive on
ND random variables. The attention is then focused on that association measures
that are deﬁned by integrals.
By considering the framework of Expected Utility Theory where each De-
cision Maker is assumed to have a utility function expressing her preferences
and by referring to the context of bivariate risks with the same marginal dis-
tributions, the core of our proposal is represented by the deﬁnition of a form
of bivariate risk attitude in such a way that it is possible to set a deﬁnition of
bivariate stochastic order; the study of some plausible relations with some other
stochastic orderings naturally follows.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we ﬁrst recall some basic deﬁ-
nitions for studying the problem of bivariate risk attitude and then we propose a
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the utility function is deduced. On this result it is possible to set the deﬁni-
tion of a stochastic order relation which is strongly related to the well-known
submodular order, to the increasing submodular order and to the concordance
order. Section 3 presents the main results related to the problem of measuring
bivariate concordance and dependence.The following section presents the notion
of concordance increasing transformation (CIT transformation): in this way it
is possible to give a formal proof of the intuitive idea that “being more bivariate
risk” is equivalent to being the limit of a sequence of bivariate random vec-
tors which are increasing in concordance. Finally, section 5 is devoted to some
conclusive observations.
2 Comparing bivariate risk attitude: notations and
preliminary results
Some notations, abbreviations and conventions used throughout the paper are
the following. Hereafter, we will only deal with non-negative random variables.
FX denotes the bi-dimensional cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the
random vector X = (X1;X2), where FX(t) := P(X · t) = P(X1 · t1;X2 ·
t2), with t = (t1;t2) 2 I R
2. The survival function corresponding to FX is denoted
by SX and SX(t) := P(X > t) = P(X1 > t1;X2 > t2). For a 2-variate cdf FX it
is possible to write the marginal distribution and the marginal survival function
of X such as follows:
FX
i (ti) := P(Xi · ti)
SX
i (ti) := P(Xi > ti)
where i = 1;2. R denotes the Fr´ echet space given the margins, that is R(F1;F2)
is the class of all the bivariate distributions with the given margins F1;F2. The
lower Fr´ echet bound X of X is deﬁned by FX(t) := maxfF1(t1)+F2(t2)¡1;0g
and the upper Fr´ echet bound of X, X, is deﬁned by FX(t) := minifFi(ti)g,
where t = (t1;t2) 2 I R
2.
Deﬁnition 1 Let X;Y be bivariate random variables. Then
a) X¹uoY if SX(t) · SY(t) for all t 2 I R
2
b) X¹loY if FX(t) ¸ FY(t) for all t 2 I R
2
c) X¹smY if Ef(X) · Ef(Y) for all supermodular functions f such that the
expectations exist
d) X¹cY if FX(t) · FY(t) for all t 2 I R
2.
Clearly, indicator functions associated to upper orthants [t;+1) = fx : x 2
I R
2^x1 ¸ t1;x2 ¸ t2g or lower orthants (¡1;t] = fx : x 2 I R
2^x1 · t1;x2 · t2g
for a given t = (t1;t2) 2 I R
2, respectively f = 1[t;1) and f = 1(¡1;t], are
supermodular. So the following implications may be immediately deduced:
X¹smY ) X¹uoY
X¹smY ) Y¹loX:Some theory of bivariate risk attitude 5
The previous results may be extended when the random variables have the same
univariate marginal distributions ([23]).
Theorem 1 Let X;Y be bivariate random variables, where X;Y 2 R(F1;F2).
Then
X¹uoY , Y¹loX , X¹smY , X¹cY:
This result is no longer true when multivariate random variables are considered
with n ¸ 3 ([12]).
Deﬁnition 2 Let X be a bivariate random variable. Then
a) X is PD (Positive Dependent) if and only if for all t = (t1;t2) 2 I R
2,
P(X1 > t1;X2 > t2) ¸ P(X1 > t1)P(X2 > t2);
b) X is ND (Negative Dependent) if and only if for all t = (t1;t2) 2 I R
2,
P(X1 > t1;X2 > t2) · P(X1 > t1)P(X2 > t2):
If X 2 R, X? = (X?
1 ;X?
2 ) is the independent version of X in R, that is
X?
1 , X?
2 are independent random variables and Xi, X?
i (i = 1;2) are identically
distributed.
Deﬁnition 3 A Decision Maker with bivariate utility function u is
a) Bivariate Risk Averse (BRA) if and only if for all X which is PD she prefers
X? to X, that is
Eu(X) · Eu(X?);
b) Bivariate Risk Propense (BRP) if and only if for all X which is PD she
prefers X to X?, that is
Eu(X) ¸ Eu(X?):
As it is well-known, in the case of random variables the classic notion of
risk aversion (propension) is equivalent to concavity (convexity) of the utility
function: in the case of bivariate risk aversion for random vectors an analogous
result may be stated too.
Theorem 2 A Decision Maker with bivariate utility function u is BRA (resp.
BRP) if and only if u is submodular (resp. supermodular), that is if and only if
u satisﬁes the following inequality
u(x _ y) + u(x ^ y) · u(x) + u(y)
(resp. u(x _ y) + u(x ^ y) ¸ u(x) + u(y)) for all x;y 2 I R
2, where x _ y is the
componentwise maximum of x and y, x ^ y is the componentwise minimum of
x and y.
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Let u be a submodular function: then the statement directly follows (see [23])
by X? ¹c X , where ¹c denotes the concordance order. Conversely, let the





(x0;y0); with probability 0.25;
(x0;y1); with probability 0.25;
(x1;y0); with probability 0.25;




(x0;y0); with probability 0.5;
(x1;y1); with probability 0.5
with x0 · x1 and y0 · y1, are ordered, that is
1
4





2 (u(x0;y0) + u(x1;y1)) to each argument the inequality charac-
terizing submodular functions follows.
Analogously for the case of BRP Decision Maker and supermodular utility
function.
Let us remark that the deﬁnition of bivariate risk aversion which has been
suggested by de Finetti and proposed by Richard is based on the preference
between the following two lotteries
L1 =
½
(x0;y0); with probability 0.5;
(x1;y1); with probability 0.5
L2 =
½
(x0;y1); with probability 0.5;
(x1;y0); with probability 0.5
where x0 · x1 and y0 · y1.
Following their proposal a Decision Maker exhibits bivariate risk aversion if
she prefers L2 to L1.
Given the formulation of the choice deﬁning a bivariate risk averse Decision
Maker and the characterization of the associated bivariate utility function, now
it is possible to introduce a stochastic order relation which is based on the notion
of Bivariate Risk Aversion. A bivariate random vector will be less dangerous of
another in a bivariate sense if it will be preferred by any bivariate risk averse
Decision Maker. Analogously, a bivariate random vector will be more dangerous
of another in a bivariate sense if it will be preferred by any bivariate risk propense
Decision Maker.
Deﬁnition 4 Let X, Y be bivariate random variables in R. Then Y is less
dangerous in a bivariate sense then X (write Y ¹b¡r X) if and only if Eu(X) ·
Eu(Y) for every submodular function u (namely, Eu(X) ¸ Eu(Y) for every
supermodular function u).Some theory of bivariate risk attitude 7
This order is strongly related to some well-known stochastic orderings: by re-
calling these links, it is possible to give equivalent characterizations of bivariate
risk aversion in terms of submodular order, increasing submodular order and of
so called concordance order.
Theorem 3 Let X, Y be bivariate random variables in R. The following con-
ditions are equivalent:
i) Y ¹b¡r X;
ii) Eu(X) · E(u(Y) for every increasing submodular function u;
iii) FY(t) · FX(t) for all t 2 I R
2;
iv) E[f1(X1)f2(X2)] · E[f1(Y1)f2(Y2)] for all increasing functions f1;f2.
Proof
Condition i) obviously implies ii). Conversely, let condition ii) be true. Since
every submodular function is limit of increasing submodular functions, then (see
Theorem 3.4 in [13]) the validity of condition i) is ensured. If iii) condition is
assumed to be true, then by [23] the condition i) is necessarily satisﬁed. By same
arguments, the converse is also true. To prove that i) , iv) we refer to [3].
As previously mentioned, this result is no longer true when multivariate
random variables are considered with n ¸ 3 (see [12] and [13]).
3 Measuring bivariate random variables
In the previous section the proposed characterization of the stochastic order
relation ¹b¡r is strongly related to the very well-known stochastic ordering of
concordance ¹c (in fact, Y¹cX if FY(t) · FX(t) for all t 2 I R
2). In this
way, the notion of more bivariate risky random vector is expressed in terms of
more concordant random vector (i.e. the random components of the bivariate
random vector are more concordant). Recently, the question about the deﬁni-
tion of concordance (and/or dependence) between random vectors opened the
study of other deﬁnitions. In fact, there is not an unanimous opinion about their
meaning and their appropriate deﬁnition. Now, we want to devote our analysis
to the study of the main characteristics a measure of concordance and/or de-
pendence should have, as well as to the deﬁnition of some classes of measures
of integral form. We will refer to the context of association measures, that is
of measures which are invariant under the order of indices, which are bounded
by the measures of the upper and lower Fr´ echet bounds and are closed under
weak convergence. Finally we will deﬁne a set of conditions on which it will
be possible to distinguish between association measures of concordance and/or
dependence. It is generally accepted that the population versions of Spearman’s
rho and Kendall’s tau are measures of concordance: this is conﬁrmed in our ap-
proach by characterizing particular classes of concordance measures of integral
form.8 Marta Cardin and Paola Ferretti
Joe ([8]) deﬁned a set of axioms that a bivariate dependence ordering of dis-
tributions should have in order that higher in the ordering means more positive
concordance. With the aim of covering also the case of multivariate distribution
functions, these properties have been generalized. In this paper we propose a
modiﬁed version of the original proposal of Scarsini ([19]) about measures of
dependence. Moreover, because the nature of association can assume a variety
of forms, diﬀerent notions of “dependence” between random variables will be
proposed.
Deﬁnition 5 A numeric measure ® : R ! I R is a measure of association if it
satisﬁes the following properties:
– P1. ® is deﬁned for every pair of random variables X1 and X2;
– P2. ® is invariant under permutation: ®(X1;X2) = ®(X2;X1);
– P3. ®(X) · ®(X), for all X 2 R;
– P4. ®(X) · ®(X), for all X 2 R;
– P5. if fXgn is a sequence of bivariate random vectors converging in distri-
bution to X, then limn!1 ®(Xn) = ®(X).
Property P2 establishes the invariance of a measure to order of indices; P3
and P4 guarantee natural multivariate association measures involving upper and
lower Fr´ echet bounds, while P5 states the closure of a multivariate preordering
under weak convergence.
Deﬁnition 6 A numeric measure ± is a dependence measure if it is an associ-
ation measure and it satisﬁes the properties:
– P6. ±(X?) · ±(X) if X is PD;
– P7. ±(X?) ¸ ±(X) if X is ND.
Deﬁnition 7 A numeric measure ° is a concordance measure if it is an asso-
ciation measure and it satisﬁes the property:
– P8. if X¹cY then °(X) · °(Y).
Here we address our attention to study the role played by a particular class of
functions in the characterization of a concordance measure: the family of super-
modular functions. This choice will enable us to determine two classes of concor-
dance measures of integral form: in this way, population version of Spearman’s
rho and Kendall’s tau will result to be concordance measures. It is worthwhile to
point out that in our approach even if Spearman’s rho and Kendall’s tau will be
characterized as elements of two diﬀerent classes of concordance measures, both
these families are included in the same set of concordance measures of integral
form. In this way, our study diﬀers from the previous proposal of Scarsini ([19]):
in fact, besides the diﬀerent deﬁnition of concordance and the diﬀerent frame-
work, Spearman’s rho belongs to the particular class of measures of concordance
there deﬁned as Z
I2
kÃ(u ¡ 1=2)Ã(v ¡ 1=2)dCX(u;v);Some theory of bivariate risk attitude 9
where k =
¡R
I Ã2(u ¡ 1=2)du
¢¡1
, Ã is a bounded odd function on [¡1=2;1=2]
and I2 = [0;1] £ [0;1] denotes the unit square. This belonging is no longer true
for Kendall’s tau: as a consequence, the Author proposed a direct proof that it
is a concordance measure.
Theorem 4 Let f : I R
2
+ ! I R be a right-continuous increasing bounded function.
Then f is supermodular if and only if for every bounded positive Borel measures
¹1, ¹2 on I R
2























where ¸ is a positive measure on I R
2
+, ¸i (i = 1;2) is a positive measure on I R+,


























Conversely, let ¹1, ¹2 : I R
2
+ ! I R+ be positive functions deﬁned as follows:
¹1(x;y) = FX(x;y);
¹2(x;y) = FY(x;y)
where X and Y are the discrete random vectors
X =
½
(x1;y2) p = 1=2,
(x2;y1) p = 1=2 ;
Y =
½
(x1;y1) p = 1=2,
(x2;y2) p = 1=2
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for every positive Borel measures on I R
2
+; hence f is supermodular.
The following theorem establishes a characterization of supermodular func-
tions via the Fr´ echet condition on X and Y. In this way, the study of association
is related to the analysis of the Fr´ echet class of bivariate distributions with ﬁxed
marginals, which in turn is fundamental in the study of positive dependence.
Theorem 5 Let f : I2 ! I R be a right-continuous increasing bounded function.







































where u = F1(t1) and v = F2(t2); CX and CY are the copulas associated to FX















where F(¡1) is the quasi-inverse of the distribution F. The conclusion now follows
from Theorem 4.
The next result shows that, given a symmetric right-continuous increasing
bounded supermodular function f, it is possible to deﬁne a concordance measure
which is related to it by an integral transform.








2 )dFX is a measure of concordance.
Proof
It is immediate to see from deﬁnition that the ﬁrst four properties characterizing
a concordance measure are veriﬁed. Property P5 is veriﬁed for the Theorem of
Helly-Bray.Some theory of bivariate risk attitude 11
Corollary 2 The population version of Spearman’s rho is a measure of concor-
dance on the class of continuous distributions of R.
Proof
The result easily follows by setting f(x;y) = xy. In fact, as it is well-known, if




uv dCX(u;v) ¡ 3;








2 (t2)dFX(t1;t2) ¡ 3:
The attention is now directed to another class of functions on which it is
possible to deﬁne an ordering of integral form which is compatible with the
concordance one. On this result is based the characterization of a new class of
concordance measures.














Since FX is a monotone function, f(FX) is a supermodular monotone func-




























f(FX)dFX is a measure of concordance.
In a similar chain of results as those related to Corollary 2 on Spearman’s
rho, the population version of Kendall’s tau results to be a concordance measure.12 Marta Cardin and Paola Ferretti
Corollary 4 The population version of Kendall’s tau is a measure of concor-
dance on the class of continuous distributions of R.
Proof





2 FX(t)dFX(t) ¡ 1:
4 Comparing bivariate risk attitude through CIT
transformations
The equivalent characterizations of bivariate riskiness through some bivariate
stochastic orderings which has been proposed in the previous section now open
the study of transformations of bivariate vectors leading to more dangerous bi-
variate vectors. If a more concordant vector is more risky, then the attention may
be addressed to the analysis of transformations that increase the concordance,
namely the bivariate riskiness.
The following deﬁnition introduces the notion of Concordance Increasing
Transformation, written CIT.
Deﬁnition 8 Let X, Y be bivariate random variables in R. Then Y is a CIT
of X if and only if there exist two subsets of I R





a; with probability p1;
b; with probability p2;
a ^ b; with probability p3;






a; with probability p1 ¡ ²1;
b; with probability p2 ¡ ²2;
a ^ b; with probability p3 + ²1;
a _ b; with probability p4 + ²2
where 0 · ²i · pi.
The next theorem sets an equivalence result between the notion of riskier
bivariate random vector and the existence of a sequence of bivariate random
vectors each of them being an increasing concordance transformation of the
previous one.
Theorem 7 Y ¹b¡r X if and only if there exist sequences fYng and fXng of
bivariate random variables such that Yn ! Y and Xn ! X in distribution and
for any Xi and Yi there exists a ﬁnite sequence Zi0 ´ Yi;Zi1;¢¢¢;Zik(i) ´ Xi
such that Zi(j+1) diﬀers from Zij (0 · j · k(i)) by a CIT.Some theory of bivariate risk attitude 13
Proof
If Y ¹b¡r X then it follows that by Theorem 2 Y ¹c X, that is FY(t) ·
FX(t) for all t 2 I R
2. By Theorem 2 of [5] there exist discrete sequences fYng
and and fXng such that Yn ! Y and Xn ! X pointwise. Moreover, any
Yi ¹c Xi for any i. Then by Theorem 1 of [5] any Xi is obtained from Yi by a
ﬁnite sequence of CIT’s.
The converse directly follows by Theorem 2 and by closure property of con-
cordance order with respect to limit in distribution.
5 Concluding remarks
In Decision Theory the concept of risk aversion has been studied from diﬀerent
angles. The reason for studying risk attitude is the well-known fact that if a
Decision Maker prefers the expected value of a risk to the risk itself then the
risk premium is positive and the utility function is concave. In this framework
by paying the relative risk premium any risk can always be totally eliminated:
in other words, full insurance is always possible. Subsequently, partial insurance
has been studied in literature and the reference framework was usually that of
additive risks with utility functions depending only on one argument. Never-
theless, in many situations is it often required to consider multivariate utility
functions for which additivity on single components is not admissible: in the
framework of bivariate utility functions two diﬀerent approaches have been pro-
posed in order to deﬁne the concept of bivariate risk aversion, namely of risk
aversion to both risks together when a bivariate random variable (i.e. a vector)
is considered. Dealing with the proposal of de Finetti-Richard in this note we
propose a diﬀerent formulation of their proposal in order to display a link with
the deﬁnition of Arrow-Pratt. Some equivalent characterizations of the related
bivariate stochastic ordering are presented: they are related to one notion of con-
cordance. This is why we moved our attention to the study of diﬀerent notions
of measures of concordance/dependence, in a uniﬁed framework for studying
dependence association measures and concordance association measures for bi-
variate distributions.
Our proposal may be extended to cover also the case of higher order bivariate
risk attitude. In fact, note that starting from the two lotteries
L1
1(x0;y0) = L1 =
½
(x0;y0); with probability 0.5;
(x1;y1); with probability 0.5
L1
2(x0;y0) = L2 =
½
(x0;y1); with probability 0.5;
(x1;y0); with probability 0.514 Marta Cardin and Paola Ferretti








1 (x0;y0); with probability 0.25;
L
k¡1
2 (x1;y0); with probability 0.25;
L
k¡1
2 (x0;y1); with probability 0.25;
L
k¡1








2 (x0;y0); with probability 0.25;
L
k¡1
1 (x1;y0); with probability 0.25;
L
k¡1
1 (x0;y1); with probability 0.25;
L
k¡1
2 (x1;y1); with probability 0.25.
Moreover, starting from the non equivalence of some well-known deﬁnitions of
concordance and/or dependence when n = 3, the interest for diﬀerent notions of
multivariate aversion naturally follows (see, for example, Hu, M¨ uller and Scarsini
[6]).
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